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The Way
by Heidi Elizabeth Blankenship
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Teach me how to live,
or I’ll learn from the Red-tails,
nesting on a slice of sandstone.
Everyday
sunrise to sunset,
they feed one another,
then rest
while the moon fills and wanes,
until the eggs beneath them
crack with life.
No matter the wind
or shifts in the weather,
they raise their young,
teach by example
to hunt and hide,
until the days grow shorter
and their wings carry them
over the ridge
to another valley,
beside a different river.
Tail feathers spread wide
into winter,
I’ll follow them,
south.

Cooper’s Hawk
in the backyard.
Long tail flicking,
sharp talons steady,
he rips into a dove.
Red eye flashes.
Head thrusts
into the breast,
again and again,
feathers scattering
like a blizzard.
Hungry tomcat
marks the scene,
waddles over
from the neighbor’s yard,
startles the hawk.
And then it’s my turn,
pushing through glass,
frightening fat Tom
up the fence,
flushing the hawk
from the yard.
Whatever roles we assume
on this grand stage,
we can only be
who we are.

“The Way” is from Stone Wishes On the Colorado
Plateau, forthcoming from Legacy Book Press.
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If you won’t
teach me how to love,
I will watch the cranes,
racing toward each other on the playa;
listen to rain pounding the earth,
as they chortle and chase,
coaxing one another
onward and skyward,
migrating at their own pace
over years and years
as lifelong mates.
And then in death,
standing with hushed
respect and loyalty
over their beloved,
hearts opened wide.

Lone spotted owl,
tucked into a shady nook
all day, sleepy,
waiting for dark.
Stretch your wings at dusk, preen.
There are wood rats to eat.
There is moonlight.
There is a canyon to behold.
Swoop low,
glide silently past
Great Horned Owls,
search the universe for your equal.
Wind through feathers,
the smell of sandstone,
the reflection of stars in the river—
this is the way.
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